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With the rapid development of computer and network technology , information technology has 
brought a lot of convenience to our lives, but also provide much benifit to criminals. Criminal 
activities involving computers and networks are increasing rapidly , danger continues to expand . 
Computer Forensics is the main means to combat the growing of computer crime 
currently.However, research and practice in computer forensics is still in its infancy in our country, 
research in Mac computer forensics technology is even less . From the actual needs of computer 
forensics, the paper proposed and studied online forensics system on Mac computer . The following 
is a brief introduction to the main content and structure of the paper. 
Firstly, with the introduction of knowledge about computer forensics technology, the paper 
analyses the research status and achievements of domestic and foreign computer forensics 
technology ,then elaborate the importance of research Mac computer forensics technology. 
Secondly, the paper introduces relevant technology and background knowledge, including Mac OS 
architecture , file structures , systems development tools Xcode and local data storage mode 
( including property list files, SQLite files and Keychain files), which makes a good foundation for 
the research and implement following . Thirdly, the paper put forward the goals of online forensics 
system on Mac Computer and divide the system into three pasts,as dynamic Forensics System, 
static forensics system and dynamic simulating system.Fourthly,the paper designs the online 
forensics system detailedly ,divide functions into five modules and make a deep research,as 
obtaining using traces,obtaining user information,obtaining private data,obtaining browser contents 
and obtaining IM records.At last,the paper design one-click operation,which provide efficient and 
fast operation for the forensic, greatly increases efficiency and accuracy.After the test, the whole 
system successfully realized the functions of online forensics sytem, which is convenient and easy 
to use. 
This system with comprehensive functions and high stability is a software which has fully 
independent intellectual property rights.Its research will strongly promote the development of the 
domestic computer forensics technology. 
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